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costing you business?
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Can everyone 
adapt, or will 
some be left 
behind?



The role of printer is evolving, as are the requirements 
of the Print MIS. Some are finding it difficult to 
adapt to the changing needs of the business and, 
unfortunately, this can impact their clients.  
Can everyone adapt, or will some be left behind?
Here are a few tips on how to avoid some of the 
biggest business decisions printers make, and how 
these decisions are impacting customers.

#AskAvanti
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Being reactive instead of proactive
Being reactive can put a business at a disadvantage. When companies are addressing problems 
only as they arise rather than anticipating them, they wind up spending most of their time 
putting out fires instead of growing the business. Being proactive can be as easy as streamlining 
reporting and CRM processes. Rather than relying on ad-hoc spreadsheets and paper-based 
reports that can result in human error, finding a solution that incorporates business intelligence, 
(CRM, dashboards and reporting), production planning (estimating, planned purchasing, sales 
orders, inventory management and scheduling), fulfilment, shipping and billing into one easy-to-
use, modular and scalable platform gives you access to the data that you need, when and where 
you need it. A modern, cloud-based Print MIS uncovers the answers required to make informed 
business decisions that maximize customer and product profitability.

#AskAvanti
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Focusing on jobs over building 
relationships

The difference between chasing a job and building a relationship is simple – longevity. A job is 
just that; a one-off service you provide for a client that may or may not reach out to you again. 
When you build a relationship, you are gaining a committed client who will turn to you time and 
again.

The challenge many printers face is that they are so concerned with the back end of the business, 
they are unable to focus on nurturing relationships. Workflow automation cannot be over-
estimated as a tool for enabling printers to develop their relationships and build a lifetime of loyal 
customers. Automating means incorporating your “front-of-the-house” business processes with 
your “back-of-the-house” production workflow. Such automation is especially important for 
businesses that have moved beyond print and are looking for one platform to manage all of their 
complementary lines of business such as marketing services, data services, print, fulfilment and 
direct mail.

#AskAvanti
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Undervaluing the money matters
Finances are hugely important to running a successful business, which is why it’s surprising that so many 
companies, print and otherwise, mishandle their money by not integrating their financial systems with 
their Print MIS. Integrating the primary workflow system with accounting packages, like Microsoft  
Dynamics GP or QuickBooks, can not only save a business valuable time, but help easily manage its entire 
billing process. By receiving real-time data from Production modules, customer invoices are automatically 
populated with order information and pricing created at the time of estimating and/or order entry. With 
all of these questions answered by the system, in real-time, you can organize your jobs, maximize your 
equipment use, and plan your production workflow in advance - all while eliminating the need to  
re-enter information. In the end, you’re left with increased profitability and customer satisfaction.

#AskAvanti#AskAvanti
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Refusing to think big
Printers are moving beyond the basics of just “providing ink on paper” and into managing the complete 
marketing cycle of print projects. They are adding new business lines such as fulfilment, investing in the 
next steps of automation and integration, with a renewed focus on sales and marketing.

Businesses need to provide tools that help their team access all aspects of a project at any 
time, from anywhere, and on any device. It is critical that you have the most current, accurate 
information about the job and an easy way to communicate what actually happens on that job 
as it makes its way through the shop. Real-time updates ensure everyone has access to the most 
up-to-date job status so your CSRs can keep your customers informed.

Streamlining the workflow can help expand capabilities while limiting the distractions that bog 
down businesses. Done right, this enables companies to handle growth successfully and profitably.

#AskAvanti
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Not embracing technology
Technology is the lifeblood of business, and printers need to keep up. Currently, many print 
shops are using older, manual systems that do not utilize web-based technology; systems that 
cannot handle the digital workload today’s business standards require. And those companies 
that do utilize a Print MIS are not taking advantage of its fullest capabilities. The many features 
available – such as enhanced reporting, digital production planning, fulfilment, etc. – are simply 
not implemented.

The result is that your staff is getting bogged down in the detailed processes that their Print 
MIS is designed to manage. When this occurs, companies have less time to service their clients. 
Technology should be enabling the workforce to connect with clients, not take away time from 
that relationship.

#AskAvanti
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You’ve Got Questions? #AskAvanti 
We Have Answers®

#AskAvanti is a social media initiative that Avanti, a Ricoh company, has undertaken to offer 
members of the print community an opportunity to collaborate, as well as have access to, ideas 
and information that we believe can help drive success. Ideas that not only help streamline 
business processes, but ideas on marketing, and sales, and productivity hacks, and everyday 
lessons and challenges, some of which we are in the process of overcoming ourselves. Ideas for 
tomorrow’s workforce. 

How can you #AskAvanti

www.avantisystems.com/AskAvanti

Follow twitter.com/hashtag/askavanti 
Send a tweet to @avantisystems and include the hashtag #AskAvanti

Post a question on Facebook and includethe hashtag #AskAvanti

Join us on LinkedIn
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About Avanti 
At Avanti, a Ricoh company, our goal is to 
help you deliver more jobs, in less time, with 
the confidence in knowing that every aspect 
of your shop is integrated into one powerful 
Print MIS platform. Since 1984, Avanti 
has developed innovative, award-winning 
Print MIS solutions that help print and 
communication organizations automate all 
facets of their business and cultivate a more 
meaningful relationship with their customer.

Award-winning Avanti Slingshot is the only 
JDF-certified, cloudbased Print MIS in the 
market today. The platform provides you 
access to the data that you need, when and 
where you need it. Avanti Slingshot uncovers 
the answers required to make informed 
business decisions that maximize customer 
and product profitability, based on key ROI 
drivers – cornerstones to the growth and 
success of your business – Efficiency and 
Automation; Flexibility; Control; Visibility; 
Communication; and Analysis.

©2016. Avanti, the Avanti logo, Avanti Slingshot, the Avanti Slingshot logo, and WE HAVE ANSWERS tagline are trademarks, and/or registered 
trademarks, of Avanti Computer Systems Limited. All other trademarks and/or trade names listed are the property of their respective owners.

# avantisystems.com
Have a question? #AskAvanti

AskAvanti@avantisystems.com
1.800.482.2908 

About Ricoh 
 
In 2017, Ricoh Company Limited acquired Avanti as part of a strategic expansion of solutions aimed at improving 
management efficiency and productivity in the production print market.  Our Commercial and Industrial Print 
Solutions combine industry-leading hardware, intuitive software and customized services, to empower in-house 
print departments and print-for-pay businesses to face the future with confidence while also working smarter than 
ever before.  With Ricoh, you can increase productivity, reduce costs, and grow your business - all while adapting 
to the new world of work.
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